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MSC 3/20
Monash Student Council
3/20

AGENDA
Meeting 3/20 of the Monash Student Council is to be held via ZOOM at
11:00AM on Thursday the 30th of April 2020.
MEETING OPENED 11:04am
1. Attendance
President

James McDonald

(Chair)

Treasurer:

Santino Raftellis

Secretary:

Liz Chiem

Education (Public Affairs):

Harrini Ratnanesan

Education (Academic Affairs):

Zi Kit Toh

Activities:

Chloe Yeats

CLA:

Nicholas Broussard

Welfare:

Josh Pelach

Indigenous:

Stephanie Ward

Environment & Social Justice:

Bailey Webb

Women’s:

Meg Ruyters

Queer:

Ariel Horton

Disabilities & Carers:

Nathaniel Dong

Proxy to Basia

People of Colour:

Sabrin Said

Apology

MUISS:

Helen Vu

Proxy to Lisa Peng

MAPS:

N/A

Clubs & Societies:

Bahe Balamaheswaran

Radio Monash:

Giorgia Cahoon

General Representative:

Noria Akbari

General Representative:

Nicholas Geisler

General Representative:

Pierce Soulsby

General Representative:

Philip Danh

(Minutes)

Apology

Arrived at 11:30
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General Representative:
Observers:

Phoebe Gray

Apology

Drew Alsop
Rebecca Ambler
Thanuri Ediri
Eva Scopelliti
Marni O’Connell
Mary Ameen
Nick Lazzara
James Desmond
Corey Everitt
Rohan Jacksom
Katherine Fraser
Izumi Hewitt
Alevine Magila
Sotheara Gnav
Hugh Vuillier
Dao

2. Acknowledgment of traditional owners of land
This MSC acknowledges and pays respect to the people of the Kulin nations as the
original and ongoing owners and custodians of this land. The MSA commits itself to
actively fight alongside Indigenous peoples for reconciliation and justice for all
Indigenous Australians.
3. Confirmation of Agenda Order
Confirmed
4. Confirmation of Previous Minutes
Motion #1: Confirmation of Previous Minutes
That this MSC confirms the minutes of the MSC 2/20 to be true and accurate recording of
proceedings.
Moved:
Santino
For: 16
Against: 0
Abstentions: 1

Seconded: Josh

MOTION: CARRIED
5. Office Bearer and Divisional Reports
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a. President
b. Secretary
c. Treasurer
d. Activities
e. Creative and Live Arts

Attachment 1
Attachment 2
Attachment 3
Attachment 4
Attachment 5

Motion #2: Office Bearer and Divisional Reports
That this MSC accepts all submitted office bearer and divisional reports en bloc.
Moved: Bahe
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0

Seconded: Santino

MOTION: CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

6. Summary of Executive Financial Motions
Motion #3: Summary of Executive Financial Motions
That this MSC accepts all the summary of executive financial motions.
Moved: Bailey
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0

Seconded: Bahe

MOTION: CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

7. MSA Financial Motions
MSA Monthly Financial Statement
Motion #4: MSA Financial Statement

Attachment 6
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That this MSC accepts the submitted MSA financial statement for January/February/March
2020.
Moved:
Santino
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0

Seconded: Bahe

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MSA Audited Financial Statement

Attachment 8

Motion #5: MSA Audited Financial Statements
That this MSC accepts the submitted MSA Audited Financial Statement for 2019.
Moved:
For:
Against:
Abstentions:

Seconded:

MOTION

Preamble: This is for a 12 month ASANA subscription (the net amount for 2020 is $7000 inc
GST and for 2020 is 3500). This is based on 70 active users (active users are the ones with
@monash.edu email addresses). We received a 50% discount as we classify for a Not For
Profit Business Subscription. We have been given a one month free trial and it has
demonstrated a lot of improved efficiencies within and between departments. ASANA will
continue to become one of the most important tools to improve productivity on tasks,
projects and communications within the MSA - particularly during the COVID-19 crisis, but
also beyond.

Motion #6: MSA ASANA
That this MSC approves the payment of $10,500, under capital works for MSA department
of Finance and IT for a one year subscription to ASANA.
Moved: Santino
For: 17

Seconded: Nick
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Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Giorgia asked the period of asana use
Santino responded that it was from may this year to max next year
Giorgia questioned about the usage of Asana and relation to budgets
Santino answered that multiple free services were used but as everyone is working from
home especially the finance team this program was the most efficient and suitable. It is
expensive but it is offsetting fees of professional development of staff if we were in office, so
this is shifted to asana to train staff in team management and working offline.
8. Divisional Representatives Budgets
Divisional Representatives Budgets

Attachment 9

Motion #7: Divisional Representative Motion
That this MSC accepts the revised budgets for Radio Monash, Muiss, Clubs and Societies and
MAPS.
Moved: Santino Raftellis
For: 16
Against: 0
Abstentions: 1
MOTION CARRIED

Seconded: Liz Chiem

James defers chair to Santino
James thanked all Divisional Presidents as it is a very difficult time for everyone in the MSA as
whole to deal with reduced funding and commended them on the hard work they have put in
to ensure the process has been as smooth as possible.
James takes back chair
Santino clarified that these changes are reflected in the circumstances of semester one if
budgets are subject to positive change in semester 2 there will be further conversations.
9. Lots Wife Editors Payments
Motion #8: Lots Wife Editors Payments
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That this MSC accepts the revised pay fractions of to Lots Wife Editors from 3 to 2
Moved: Santino Raftellis
Seconded: Liz Chiem
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

10. Education (Public Affairs) Payments
Motion #9: of Education (Public Affairs) Payments
That MSC accepts the revised pay fraction of Education (Public Affairs) Office Bearers from
1.5 to 1.3
Moved: Santino Raftellis
For: 16
Against:
Abstentions: 1
MOTION CARRIED

Seconded: Liz Chiem

11. Education Committee
Preamble: Due to the unfortunate circumstances of COVID-19, the Education Committee
has been delayed in being adopted by this MSC. However, now that things are sorted ad
the Education Office Bearers along with the prospective Committee are appropriately ready
to be formally appointed.

Motion #10: Education Committee
This MSC accepts the appointment of the following nominees for the Academic Affairs
Committee for 2020:
School of Music, Julia Mercuri-Svik
Business & Economics, Madeleine Royle
Engineering, Grace Boxer
Science, Helena Liu
Medicine, Madeleine Tse
Nutrition & Dietetics, Charlotte Barber
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Arts, Will McIroy
Biomedicine, Katrina Young
Law, Mason Rogers
Education, Brodie Ymer
Information Technology, Katherine Moffat
Moved: Hugh Vuillier
Seconded: Harrini Ratnanesan
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

12. Supporting Residential
Motion #11: Supporting Res
This MSC supports the continuing work of the MSA Executive and MSA Welfare Department,
alongside the Monash Residents’ Committee, in campaigning for Monash Residential Services
to:
•
Reduce the rent of residents to account for the lack of orientation or in-semester
activities
•
Adjust the social isolation requirements, in consultation with the Chief Medical
Officer, to treat residents living on the same floor as residing in a “household dwelling”
•
Allow Residential Advisors to perform their duties from home and continue to receive
their scholarships, having cancelled their contracts
•
Guarantee that residents who exited their contracts prior to the 23rd of March due to
coronavirus will be granted preference in returning to residence when the situation changes
Moved: Josh Pelach Seconded: Meg Ryters
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Josh explained that many residents are under a lot of stress due to strict Covid-9 restriction
and support at this time is immensely important, especially when there are still many
uncertainties.
Phil asked for clarification if residents cancel their contract after the 23rd of march are they
still guaranteed preference
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Josh clarified that yes after 23rd is recognised but those that cancelled before haven’t been
clarified yet and we want this to be across the board.

13. Online Booking for Councillors
Motion #12: Online Booking for Counsellors
This MSC supports the continued work of the MSA Welfare Department in collaborating with
HotDoc and University Health Services to reform the booking system for counsellors,
including:
•
Allowing students to book appointments online
•
A mechanism for ensuring that students are alerted as to the expected wait times for
follow-up appointments before booking their initial appointment
Moved: Josh Pelach
Seconded: Harrini Ratnanesan
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Josh elaborated that this process has been ongoing and that this is crucial in these times as it
removed barriers for students seeking help, and are alerted of wait times.
14. Response to Sexual Violence
Motion #13: Supporting a universal policy change in response to sexual violence:
Motion: This MSC supports the continued work of the MSA Women’s Department to advocate
for and collaborate on a universal policy that facilites the adoption of clear protocols for MSA
responses to disclosures of sexual violence/harassment. This MSC affirms the following
guiding principles for the development of this policy:
•
That power and autonomy is maintained with victim/survivors, and that
victim/survivors are strongly supported in the response they choose to take,
•
Ensure language used is inclusive of and recognises the impact of sexual violence on
diverse communities, specifically people of diverse genders,
•
Provide a policy that addresses the spectrum of gender-based violence,
•
Collaborate with key internal and external stakeholders, including faculty
representatives, Monash Residential Services, Respectful Communities, Safer Communities
Unit, Inclusive Communities, Monash Sport, Mannix College, Universities Australia, SECASA,
Victoria Police and She’s A Crowd
Moved: Meg Ryters

Seconded: Bailey Webb
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For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Meg explained that current working with relevant bodies to ensure there is intersection
between all groups and everyone is represented, so that there is correct and appropriate
response when there is notification of sexual violence
15. Advocating for MSA values in legislative frameworks
MSA values in legislative frameworks

Attachment 10

Preamble: Recently, the MSA Environment and Social Justice department made a
submission to the independent review of the Federal Government’s Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act, which is attached as appendix X. This submission
was guided by MSA’s value to not engage with ‘any company known to have contravened
legislation protecting endangered species [and/or] emissions’, and the notion that to make
this legislation stronger will provide greater environment and social justice outcomes.
Students were also provided with their own template to recount their personal experiences
of environmental destruction and biodiversity loss.
Motion #14: Advocating for MSA values in legislative frameworks
This MSC supports the continued work of the MSA in advocating the values of the
organisation, its members, and the broader union cohort, in government legislation and
policy making. This includes continuing to provide direct opportunities for student voices to
be heard on important social issues
Moved: Bailey Webb
Seconded: Meg Ryters
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

16. Solidarity with Monash Cleaners
Preamble: Many of the workers that have kept Monash University clean have been stood
down without pay amidst the Coronavirus Pandemic. This is unacceptable, one demographic
that makes up this line of work are many international students who rely on this work as a
means to finance themselves, are left behind. Therefore, the MSA must strive to aid what is
already one of the hardest hit demographic of students.
Motion #15: Solidarity with Cleaners
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This MSC Endorses the United Workers Union’s campaign to support TAFE and University
facility cleaners and directs the MSA executive, the relevant MSA divisions and departments
to call upon Monash University to re-hire these workers.
Moved: Pierce Soulsby
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Seconded: Lisa Peng

Pierce reaffirms the importance of this motion as international students are one of the
hardest hit groups and the MSA should be demonstrating our support.
Rohan supported this motion, as casual workers are some of the most affected groups and
solidarity photos could be used to make it an even more active motion.

17. No Cuts to Education
Preamble: The economic crisis caused by Covid-19 has greatly reduced the revenue of
Australia’s university sector. In response to this, university administrations are making
students and staff pay for it. Across the country, massive restructures geared around cut
courses and mass layoffs are beginning. Despite receiving and 700 Million dollar relief
package, Universities Australia have said at least 21,000 workers of the industry will be fired
over the coming period. The University of Tasmania has already cut 400 courses. At Monash,
some casual staff have already been stood down. The National Tertiary Education Union
(NTEU) has said the package would do "nothing" to address the multi-billion dollar revenue
loss universities said was on the way. "This will not plug the gaping hole in university finances
left by the drop in international student income," NTEU national president Alison Barnes said.
Motion #16: No Cuts to Education
This MSC:
- Rejects the idea that students and staff should suffer due to the crisis in higher education.
- Rejects any cuts to the funding of faculties, courses or services, and calls on the
government to increase base funding to support universities through this difficult time.
- Opposes cuts to jobs, wages and conditions for staff in tertiary education, and supports the
NTEU who is fighting to defend their working conditions.
- This MSC condemns the federal government for abandoning international students and
directs the MSA to collaborate with the National Union of Students in lobbying the
government on this issue.
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- Directs the Education (Public Affairs) Office Bearers to engage with the NTEU to develop a
campaign to ensure the protection of all staff at Monash.
- Will continue to fight and campaign for free education in Australia.
Moved: Santino Raftellis
Seconded: Harrini Ratnanesan
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Santino explained that the preamble was built to reflect the nuances of the current situation
with tertiary relief packages and the contradicting realities of opposing cute to jobs and
wages while simultaneously demanding for fee refunds, as that is impractical particularly to
how the university structure is currently partially privatised. Emphasising that it is important
we continue to fight for free education, as only within that context in Australia are staff able
to not worry about wage cuts even with reduced student enrolment.
Ariel questions point 2 regarding ‘rejects any cuts to the funding of faculties, courses or
services’, is there any investigation into the state of education and that faculties should be
running to the highest quality it can be.
Santino responded that this is already ongoing work with supporting the NTEU campaign
and our own enquiries and advocacy with university management to understand and
support Education officers with such investigation.
Phil suggested amendment to motion [above in bold]
Corey disagreed that it is wrong for students to call for cancellation, as it’s wrong to say
students fees are what is holding up staffs, as Monash has loss of a lot of money like 500
million but they have way more profits. This is the time for free education.
Katherine stated that she believes it is fair for cancellation of semester 1 fees as the money is
there from profits and assets, plus the government should be supporting universities more.
Alevine explained that in 1970there were no student fees, the government paid for free
education so it is possible for it to be done now.
James defers the chair to Santino
James declares that the last point of the motion states we will continue to fight for free
education
Santino returns the chair
Emily stated that the push for free education is now, the government should cancel HEX
debts and international fees should be refunded.
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18. National Environmental Reforms
Preamble: The ESJ Department made submissions to the independent review of Australia’s
environmental protection and biodiversity conservation laws (EPBC Act), and provided
students the opportunity to share their concerns regarding environmental destruction. It has
been reported that the Environment Minister Sussan Ley, is seeking to change the EPBC Act
prior to the independent review being completed. Not only does this deny the importance of
community inclusion in environmental decision making, it seeks to expedite a process which
deserves thorough consideration.
Motion #17: National Environmental Reforms
This MSC strongly opposes any changes to the EPBC Act until the independent review is
concluded.
In line with this statement, this MSC will:
- Support the ESJ Department in creating a campaign to allow students to voice their
concerns in response to the proposed action by the Federal Government
- Direct each MSA departments to help promote the ESJ Department’s campaign to put
public pressure on the Federal Government to wait for the conclusion of the independent
review before taking any action
- Support the ESJ department in partnering with other organisations to create a wider
campaign
Moved: Bailey Webb
Seconded: Liz Chiem
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

19. Workplace Law Reforms
Preamble: Recently, the Federal Government proposed changes to Australia’s workplace laws
which would allow employers to provide just 24 hours’ notice if they want to make changes
to employees Enterprise Agreement. The reduction in notice period, does not provide
adequate time for employees to consider significant changes to their employment, and get
appropriate advice. It also runs the risk that these changes will be permanent, to the
detriment or workers.

Motion #18: Workplace Law Reforms
This MSC opposes these changes to the workplace laws, and supports the ESJ Department
in:
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- Creating a campaign, in collaboration with other workers and union organisations, to
pressure the Federal Government against making these changes
- Stand in solidarity with those workers potentially affected by these implications
- Direct each respective MSA department to assist in promoting the ESJ department’s
campaign, to add further public pressure on the Federal Government to not follow through
with these changes.
Moved: Bailey Webb Seconded: Liz Chiem
For: 17
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Corey supported this motion as the MSA has always stood with workers rights.
Noria Joined
20. Academic Policy
Motion #19: Adjustment to Academic policy
Motion: This MSC moves to support the MSA Education departments - Academic and Public
Affairs - in advocating for adjustments to academic grading policy this semester. We recognise
the important work the Education OB’s have done working in conjunction with the hardworking student representatives on the Academic Board to advance academic proposals
which students support. Pursuant to this motion; this MSC requests the Education Office
Bearers;
•Commit to greater advocacy with the Senior Management of the University,
•Maintain their communication and engagement with the student representatives on the
Academic Board,
•Submit further proposals to Education Committee where possible,
•Clearly communicate with students relating to the advocacy work they are engaging in.
Moved: Zi Kit Toh
Seconded: Harrini Ratnanesan
For: 18
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MSA Grading Policy Survey

Attachment 10
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Motion #20: Releasing the results of the Grading Policy Survey
MSA’s grading policy survey received over 1500 responses and proved to be a fantastic gauge
of the students views and values in regards to preferred grading policy changes during this
global pandemic. To ensure clarity of the students views for all - the survey results are
published and can be seen in attachment 9.
Moved: Pierce Soulsby
Seconded: Santino Raftellis
For: 18
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

General Business

Motion #20: Endorsement of May 15th Digital Climate Strike
Uni Students for Climate Justice are holding a national Digital Climate Strike on Friday the
15th of May. Immediate and drastic action on climate change is imperative to avoid
accelerating climate catastrophe and ecological destruction. It is also clear that this is an issue
of great concern to students, thus it is important to sustain an engaging climate movement
despite the challenges resultant of global pandemic.
This MSC endorses the May 15 Digital Climate Strike.
This MSC commits the MSA to encourage all students to attend by using its resources, such
as social media and email lists, to promote the event to students.
Moved: Santino
Seconded: Josh
For: 1
Against: 15
Abstentions: 2
MOTION NOT CARRIED
Katherine states it is important to support this motion.
Corey declares that this is crucial and much less controversial that this educational cuts
motion, and protest are hard currently but it is the biggest issue.
Rohan emphasised how important this is, as Daniel Andrews is opening up the state for
fracking, we need to keep pressure.
Drew asserted that it is a lie that Daniel Andrews is doing that
Santino affirms that this union supports quite strongly climate action and any attempts to
educated student and it is important, the concern Santino has with this motion is that
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previous student concerns raised about Uni Students for Climate Justice has not been cross
sectional and representative of active environmental groups and only representing an
particular group of students that have a political edge to their messaging, therefore hope
that next MSC there is a motion posed by Environmental Social Justice officers to take action
during this particular time similar to our previous motions that will encompass all students
and all political groups.

Motion #21: Accessibility of Motions
That this MSC:
- recognises that accessibility is a human right and not optional
- requires that motions sent after the deadline be sent to everyone in the MSC at least a day
before the MSC
Moved: Basia Seconded: Giorgia
For: 18
Against: 0
Abstentions: 0
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
James defers the chair
James announced that he is particularly very in favoured of this motion
Basia highlighted that it is inaccessible to put motions up last minute especially if they are
long, and that accessibly is a human right, disabled people have the right to be included
James declared that it is important we all do our absolute best motions are brought to MSC
as early as possible, there are constitutional rules but during this period we should all put the
effort in to make sure MSC run smoothly and are accessible to everyone.
Santino returned the chair
Meeting Closed – 12:12
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ATTACHMENT 1 PRESIDENT REPORT

James McDonald
President REPORT
[Report to MSC 3/20]

KEY ACTIVITIES
Outline Key activities completed thus far since last report
Since the last report I have been working on a wide range of student advocacy, specifically
focussing on supporting the Education officers in advocating for educational support for
students. This has included, but is not limited to grading policy changes and the stopping use
of Examity the e-exam software.
I have also worked alongside many other OB departments in supporting the work they are
currently doing
I have been working closely with our Design and Communications team to ensure clarity of
communications and variety in communications, along with the creaton of MSA Online – an
online platform for students to find any and all programs we are running online.
The entire executive team have been doing a great job alongside Lowan Sist (EO) in guiding
the function of the organisation as a whole during these unprecedented times.

Can also outline work being done for upcoming events
Currently the Executive and I are working to ensure that all departments (Staff and student)
are managing and thriving during this pandemic. This includes regular meetings with staff
departments and constant support for OB’s.
I am working with the MSA Education officers and the Student Reps on Academic Board to
ensure grading policy changes are supportive for students and guided by the results of the
Grading Policy survey.
There are other education and non-education based projects I am working on, including
internal MSA works. I hope to report successfully on these in the future.
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GOALS
Goal

Progress

Comments

(Complete/Ongoing/Incompl
ete)
Support OB’s in moving
their content and services
online

Ongoing

We have had a lot of
success so far – but always
more to be done

Work closely with Lowan
(EO) regarding MSA and
COVID-19

Ongoing

Being a rapidly changing
situation this is ongoing

Advocate for clearer
communication from the
University regarding any
and all changes effecting
students

Ongoing

The Universities
communication has been
clearer – but always room
for improvement
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ATTACHMENT 2 – SECRETARY REPORT

Liz Chiem
SECRETARY REPORT
[Report to MSC 1/20]

KEY ACTIVITIES
Outline Key activities completed thus far since last report
I have continued to work with the OB departments in supporting the work we are all doing in
moving services online. There has been good progress and every department is working hard
All MSC minutes so far have been uploaded onto the MSA website and I have kept up to date
and followed up on with all the paperwork/attachments/financial statements/ reports
needed for MSCs.
I have been working closely with the Executive team to support the Education Officers with
their advocacy work in regards to education at Monash
Just keeping up daily secretarial role in regards to responding to emails, following up on any
necessary paperwork and passing on any important information to OB departments and
Divisions

Outline work being done for upcoming events
Working together with the Executive team with the ongoing support the OB departments
with the transition of content and services online, everyone is working really hard and
hopefully more amazing content is coming soon. Continual meetings with OBs to guide and
support.
I will also be continueing to work closely with the Executive team to support the MSA
Education Officers with their work advocating for students.
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Will be preparing to have MSC 3/20 minutes complete and following up with preparations for
. MSC 4/20 in May.

GOALS
Goal

Progress
(Complete/Ongoing/Incompl
ete)

MSC Minutes 1a/1/2
complete and uploaded

Complete

Support OB’s in moving
their content and services
online

Ongoing

MSC Minutes 3/20

Ongoing

Prepare agenda for MSC
4/20

Ongoing

Continual work with
Executives and OBs to
advocate for students

Ongoing

Comments
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ATTACHMENT 3 – TREASURER REPORT

Santino Raftellis
TREASURER REPORT
[Report to MSC 3/20]

This report will be divided into a handful of sections; revised divisional budgets, governance
and financial reporting, and staff remuneration updates. This is my second report of the 2020
Calendar Year.
Revised Divisional Budgets:
Over the last few weeks, I have engaged with each division of the MSA to discuss budgetary
expenditure and allocation of resources in light of COVID-19 SSAF reduction. Each President
has met with me and we have collectively determined a revised divisional budget. Finance
has been withdrawn in areas which are unable to transition online to make the appropriate
savings alongside other areas which can no longer be serviced in light of these financial
constraints. That process will culminate today in the approval of the revised divisional budget
motion.
Governance and Financial Reporting:
I have presided over the creation and adoption of an MSA Asana. Staff have all been
transitioned to the cloud-based task allocator and training has commenced to ensure
technological literacy for every member of every MSA team.
I have further engaged with the Finance Team to ensure we are meeting our statutory
obligations and compliant with new financial legislation rolled out as part of the COVID-19
crisis.
COVID-19 Staff Remuneration Changes:
MSA, through both direct expenditure on latent staffing and events, and indirect expenditure,
through divisions such as C&S, has lost a significant amount of money due to the national
lockdown. I have engaged with the Finance Team and the NTEU to ensure there are sufficient
wage protections in place for staff. This has manifested in staff reducing their hours, drawing
on their entitlements where appropriate, and receiving the JobKeeper wage subsidy from the
Federal Governments. That JobKeeper wage subsidy has begun being paid through the
Australian Tax Office this week.
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ATTACHMENT 4 – ACTIVITIES REPORT
Chloe

Yeats and Joseph Lau
Activities REPORT
[Report to MSC 03/20]

KEY ACTIVITIES

Outline Key activities completed thus far since last report
Created a schedule for the weekly activities spotify playlists
Posted the first spotify playlist onto the MSA social media pages
Contacted a number of exercise based platforms for sponsorship
Was in contact with F45 Clayton South, they are wanting to partner with us - pending MSA
approval

Outline work being done for upcoming events
Waiting to hear back from MSA sponsorship/des common whether we can continue with the
F45 programme, if so working out a social media schedule with them
Working on a list of activities people can do in isolation including, painting, online games,
online drinking games, cooking, etc.
Waiting to hear back about the potential for an online live stream of a DJ set, contacted
Falcona, waiting to hear back from them.
Planning for a potential AXP end of sem 2 *pending corona*
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GOALS

Goal

Progress
(Complete/Ongoing/Incomplete)

Comments

Live
stream Dj
Set

Ongoing

Waiting to hear back from CEME

F45 Collab

Ongoing

Waiting to hear back from MSA
sponsorship/des comm

Activities
list

Ongoing

Once we move forward with F45 we
can start crafting a list of activities for
isolation, potential competitions
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ATTACHMENT 5 - CREATIVE AND LIVE ARTS REPORT
Georgia Bell and Nick Broussard
CLA REPORT
[Report to MSC 03/20]

KEY ACTIVITIES

Outline Key activities completed thus far since last report
Museum Graphic - Artwork request has been places and it will be posted as soon as it’s done
WED SESH
Student Musicians - we have artists lined up for the next 3 weeks who have done an at home
recording of a song. We’ll be posting this on Wednesdays 1pm with links to their socials. 1st
has been posted
Professionals- Are in contact with CEME and by extension the booking agents/artists about
creating small videos saying hi and sorry to students and urging them to stay safe ect. This
was halted over easter but should have more info as this week continues (Week 5)
Have also released Playlist of last years artists
COMEDY
Student comedians- have received all 4 student videos, need to fix video quality on one, and
send off to comms for start and end cards, otherwise ready to be released and copy is written
Professional Comedians- Tony is in contact with a number of booking agents about us getting
a few professionals to also make short stand up videos, will update when we have more info
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GOALS
Goal

Progress

Comments

(Complete/Ongoing/Incomplete)

Have all student videos
ready to publish by Week 7

Ongoing

Just need to fix quality on
one and send to Damian,
have pushed this deadline
back as we dont want a
break between students and
professionals want traction

Publish Museum graphic
next week

Ongoing

Just waiting for Comms
should be early next week

Continue to get support for
Wednesday videos

Ongoing

Need to get around OB
group chat and committee
to keep this happening
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ATTACHMENT 6 – MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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ATTACHMENT 7 – AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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ATTACHMENT 8 – REVISED DEVISIONS BUDGETS

DEPARTMENT

750

RadMon

ACCOUNT NAME

2020 BUDGET Budget Cut

INCOME
Contribution
Membership Fees
Facilities Hire
Equipment Hire
Functions & Productions
Other Income

$

750

$

-

750

$

750

$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

500
5,000

$
$

500
5,000

$
$

250
3,000

$
$
$
$
$

500
1,750
50
100
20

$
$
$
$
$

500
1,750
50
100
20

$
$
$
$
$

500
1,750
50
100
20

$

1,500

$

1,500

$

1,069

$

1,000

$

1,000

$

1,000

$

5,000

$

5,000

$

-

NON-SALARY EXPENSES

$
$
$
$

500
500
200
16,620

$
$
$
$

500
500
200
16,620

$
$
$
$

15
250
8,004

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$

16,620

$

16,620

$

8,004

NET INCOME

-$

15,870 -$

15,870 -$

8,004

TOTAL INCOME

$

750

$

-

$

EXPENDITURE
SALARIES & ON COSTS
Repairs and Maintenance
Other Equipment
Equipment under $500
Software Development, Support and Licence
Licence & Registration fees
Stationery
Photocopies and Printing
Phone & Network Charges
Postage & Courier
Orientation
Social Function
Advertising
Function & Productions
Hospitality
Amenities
Media
General Purchases & Consumables
Promotional Items

MINUTES
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MUISS

DEPARTMENT
700

ACCOUNT NAME

FORECAST

2020
BUDGET

2020 CUTS

INCOME
Contribution
Camps and Trips
One World Week
Function/Production 1
Function/Production 2
Function/Production 3
Function/Production 4

$
$

2,700
5,500

$
$

2,700
5,500

0
0

Other Income
New Unallocated Income
TOTAL INCOME

$

8,200

$

8,200

0

EXPENDITURE
Salaries Staffing
Superannuation Staffing
Workcover Staffing

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

SALARIES & ON COSTS

$

-

$

-

Repairs and Maintenance
Hire of Equipment and Facilities

$
$

50
200

$
$

50
200

0
0

Equipment under $500
Software Development, Support and Licence
Central Staffing Cost Allocation
Membership Fees

$
$ 49,312
$
600

$ 49,312
$
600

49,312
0

Election Services
Bank Fees
Stationery
Photocopies and Printing
Phone & Network Charges

$
$
$
$
$

450
250
200
20

$
$
$
$
$

450
250
200
20

Media
Recoveries - Vehicle Usage
Conference & Training

$

-

$

-

$

900

$

900

0

Projects & Campaigns

$

2,500

$

2,500

1,000

Function/Production 5
Function/Production 6
Function/Production 7
Function/Production 8

400
100
100
20

MINUTES
MSC 3/20
Special Project (Free Food)
Orientation
One World Week
Camps and Trips
Other Activities
Annual Function
Function/Production 1
Function/Production 2
Function/Production 3
Function/Production 4
Function/Production 5
Function/Production 6
Function/Production 7
Function/Production 8
Function/Production 9
Advertising
Hospitality
Amenities
General Purchases & Consumables
Promotional Items
New Unallocated Expense
NON-SALARY EXPENSES

$ 5,500
$ 4,900
$ 11,400

$ 5,500
$ 4,900
$ 11,400

2,000
0
9,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

700
1,400
2,500
4,500
400
2,000
2,000
-

0
0
0
2,000
0
0
0

$

300

100

$
100
$
250
$ 12,000

$
100
$
250
$ 12,000

100
100
12,000

$ 102,432

$ 102,432

76,232

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$ 102,432

$ 102,432

NET INCOME

-$ 94,232 -$ 94,232

700
1,400
2,500
4,500
400
2,000
2,000
300

MINUTES
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C&S

DEPARTMENT
600

ACCOUNT NAME

FORECAST

2020
BUDGET

INCOME
Contribution
Advertising
Facilities Hire
Printing & Photocopying
Stationery
Annual Function
Other Income
Recoveries
New Unallocated Income
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Salaries Staffing
Salaries Others
Superannuation Staffing
Workcover Staffing
SALARIES & ON COSTS
Repairs and Maintenance
Equipment under $500
Software Development, Support and Licence
Stationery
Photocopies and Printing
Publications
Phone & Network Charges
Postage & Courier
Recoveries - Vehicle Usage
Travel & Vehicle Charges
Clubs Grant - Functions
Clubs Grant - Orientation
Clubs Grant - New Clubs
Clubs Grant - Special Projects
Clubs Grant - Academic
Clubs Grant - Administration
Clubs Grant - Equipment
Clubs Grant - Camps and Conferences

$

3,500

$

30

$

1,100

$

1,000

$

5,630

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,500
30
1,100
1,000
5,630

$ 277,177
$
$ 41,544
$ 3,261
$ 321,982

$ 277,177
$
$ 41,544
$ 3,261
$ 321,982

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200
750
100
400
3,250
50
30

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$

200
-

$
200
$ 55,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200
750
400
1,500
3,250
50
30

33,000
3,000
15,000
16,500
8,000
4,500
25,000

MINUTES
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Clubs Grant - Training

$

-

$

4,000

Annual Function
Hospitality

$
$

-

$
$

5,000
1,700

Amenities

$

250

$

250

General Purchases & Consumables
Conference & Training

$
$

150
-

$
$

150
2,500

NON-SALARY EXPENSES

$

5,380

$ 179,980

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$ 327,362

$ 501,962

NET INCOME

-$ 321,732 -$ 496,332
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MAPS

DEPARTMENT
650

ACCOUNT NAME

FORECAS
2020
T
BUDGET

INCOME
Sales - Beverages
TOTAL INCOME

$

-

$

-

EXPENDITURE
Salaries Staffing
Superannuation Staffing

$
$

-

$
$

-

Workcover Staffing
SALARIES & ON COSTS

$
$

-

$
$

-

Repair & Maintenance
Equipment under $500
Central Staffing Cost Allocation
Election Services
Stationery
Photocopies and Printing
Publications
Phone & Network Charges
Subscriptions - Periodicals and Newspapers
Recoveries - Vehicle Usage
Conference & Training
Orientation
Social Function
Advertising

$ 16,437

$

30

$ 200
$ 16,437
$ 310
$ 200
$

750

$
$

30
50

$ 800
$ 1,200
$ 500

Hospitality
Amenities
General Purchases & Consumables
Promotional Items
NON-SALARY EXPENSES

$ 16,467

$ 6,680
$ 100
$ 300
$ 300
$ 27,857

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$ 16,467

$ 27,857

NET INCOME

-$ 16,467 -$ 27,857
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ATTACHMENT 9 – MSA VALUES IN LEGISTLATIVE FRAMEWORK
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ATTACHMENT 10 – MSA GRADING POLICY SURVEY RRESULTS
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